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body in a balanced way. B. As one works to shift detrimental habit patterns,
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attention to mineral balances. Emphasize hydration and oxygenation of the body. Eat smaller
meals

and subtle energies. Balance new health care with traditional resources while decreasing
excessive dependence
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reprogramming, but many imbalances and dis-ease cond itions in the physical body can
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changes potential; Grid imbalances and Illuminati interference. Humanity will make the
difference. • Earth
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are out of balance tectonic cracking can result. Vortex openings affect climatic patterns and

Em fields to balance, lessening the potential for tectonic fracturing.
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reprogramming, but many imbalances and dis-ease conditions in the physical. body can be
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of creation is balanced eternally by a reciprocal contraction - the Eternal Stillness- the

its Being, a balance between the Stillness and Motion -expansion and contraction -

kept in perpetual balance - eternal Stillness, eternal Motion - unending Creation. In the
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of the creative balance, it is the anti-thesis of the original intention that
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Shields in a balanced manner. The following exercise is very simple. Do not let
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parts in a balanced way. Find out what YOU really need, and give to

Page:  82

parts in a balanced way. Find out what YOU really need, and give to

Page:  85

c) Not necessarily balanced individuals; it depends on which angel you are dealing with.
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Points regenerate and rebalance the Kathara Core first, creating more lasting but less
immediate

Page:  12

Points revitalize and rebalance the outer levels of the Bio-energetic Field first, creating
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organic alignment and balance. The SONG that was given is called the "Ariea

Page:  9

establish the greatest balance of energy expression within all aspects of our lives. The
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chemical and hormonal balances within the body, which govern the function of the metabolic

Page:  85

inter-glandular systems balances between the Pineal, Thyroid and Pituitary Glands and
regulates the
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regenerate and re-balance the Kathara Core first, which creates more lasting, but less
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Points revitalize and rebalance the outer levels of the Bio-energetic Field first, which
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re-generate and rebalance the Kathara Core first, creating more lasting but less immediate
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Points revitalize and rebalance the outer levels of the Bio-energetic Field first, creating
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respect, reverence and balanced exchange of energy between all beings, will find difficulties
emerging
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Universal Law, natural balance is achieved in the flow or GIVING, and back-flow

spiritual relationships, this balance of energy is achieved by mutually valuing each person in

Page:  205



state of stress, unbalance or illness . Once your current is moving into the

Page:  281

metal and emotional balance and stability. • Most significantly, the Merkaba Field/DNA
Connection

Page:  284

Body and heal, balance, re-integrate and restore the Divine Blueprint within the energies
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if the energy balances within the bio-electric grid of the planet are disharmonic.
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are out of balance tectonic cracking can result. Vortex openings affect climatic patterns and

Em fields to balance, lessening the potential for tectonic fracturing.
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b~o-energetic balances of the grid will be thrown out of balance, an

thrown out of balance, an imbalance that will result in pole tilt and tectonic

of balance, an imbalance that will result in pole tilt and tectonic cracking between
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the need for balance and equal representation between the masculine and feminine aspects
of

Page:  11

produce rapid, yet balanced, acceleration of spiritual development by affecting the
morphogenetic field directly,

disrupting the energetic balances in your body systems. You may begin to experience short

energetic system has balanced the new energies brought in from the Techniques. Treat
yourself

Page:  21

reprogramming, but many imbalances and dis-ease conditions in the physical body can be

Page:  56

systems can stay balanced during rapid Merkaba Vehicle activation. Frequent practice of this
.
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of creation is balanced eternally by a reciprocal contraction- eternal stillness, the Great Void.

its being, a balance between stillness and motion, expansion, contraction, order and chaos,
darkness

kept in perpetual balance, eternal stillness, eternal motion and unending creation. In the
process

Page:  65

intrinsic dynamics of balance, it is the antithesis of the original intention, set by
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decipher the intimate balances upon which your biology is built. There are practices which

Page:  33

the organism re-balances itself. When the mental facility integrates the new imprint "

Page:  40

instability as Tara rebalanced and realigned its magnetic grid. During this cycle it was

Page:  45

disrupt the hormonal balances within the female. Muscle tissue would rapidly deteriorate, as
would

Page:  51

time, where the balance of universal law is not easy to detect. The Law

Page:  65

as the chemical balances of the human biology. In severe cases the individual will

Page:  70

throw the emotional balance "out of whack" and with it the chemical and

chemical and hormonal balances within the physical body. If left unchecked this condition will
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emotional distress and imbalance which will lead to disease of the body and early
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hangs in the balance within your evolution, and your species has matured enough to

Page:  88

identity as a balanced force, these subliminal campaigns are playing upon women"s guilt,
coercing

Page:  89



a vision of balance for the planet itself. Become the Guardian you were created
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in time. Chemical imbalances within the body systems will be found and viewed as

truth the chemical imbalances and resulting perceptual distortions will both be the symptoms
of

Page:  100

the body became unbalanced, creating the propensity for violent behavior now apparent
within your

Page:  103

entire being into balance under the direction of the Soul Matrix. As long as

Page:  109

destroy the planetary balances of their own system, but they will set in motion

Page:  110

disrupted the natural balances of their oceans with waste treatment and realize they cannot

Page:  120

chemical and hormonal imbalances, and the brain function deviations3 you see within your
mentally

same patterns of imbalance. Until the causal aspects of stored experience are found and

patterns causing the imbalances will be "plugged in" to the conscious awareness where

Page:  124

chemical and hormonal imbalances that manifest in perceptual distortion. 124

Page:  125

experience, creating further imbalances within the body and mind. The only cure for the

Page:  130

indications of mental imbalance. In abduction-related cases that involve mental imbalance it
is

that involve mental imbalance it is usually the abduction that created the condition, not

condition, not the imbalance creating the illusion of an abduction. People having abduction
experiences

Page:  152

emotional and physical balance and frequency harmonization and integration between the
various Components of



physical and spiritual balance should become apparent, as well as improvement in centering
and
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angels aren"t necessarily balanced individuals; it depends on where they"re coming from
When we

Page:  22

anywhere from chemical imbalances into pure psychosis-the people that can run around and
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itself and to rebalance itself You may find those as natural responses to releasing

Page:  40

Over-Selves will balance it for you. The release of the Palaidian Seal has
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Page:  30

unintended bio-chemical imbalance and a restructuring of hormonal function that results in
lowering

contemporary humans chemical imbalance and hormonal malfunction at the onset of 4th
strand activation

bio-chemical/hormonal imbalances and amplification of the original DNA/ Fire Letter
distortions. *

Page:  38

and the chemical imbalances that result from this morphogenetic disharmony. The Type-3
may

structure, work to balance the polarities in the DNA, the "light" side of

Page:  40

extremes in polarity imbalance as is often displayed in Type-3 Indigo Recessives. The
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are out of balance tectonic cracking can result. Vortex openings affect climatic patterns and

Em fields to balance. lesseninq the potential for tectonic fracturing.
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parts in a balanced way. Find out what YOU really need, and give to
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the planetary electromagnetic balances for many millions of years. There are civilizations in
IE
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sure they stay balanced and make sure the people of the planet stay okay.

the grids stay balanced, and if things go well, and it doesn"t end up
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could have been balanced enough in the grids to where it would not have

Page:  13

form of undifferentiated semibalance, it would be the Indigos that would etheric matter
substance

Page:  19

there is a balance here. If we hold the balance within ourselves, we will

we hold the balance within ourselves, we will accomplish the balance in the outside

will accomplish the balance in the outside as well. This is our hologram too

joy and a balanced perspective. So, that was the security release information on the

Page:  23

can create enough imbalance that, as we go through the Particle Conversion, it would
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Universal Law, natural balance is achieved in the flow or GIVING, and back-flow

spiritual relationships, this balance of energy is achieved by mutually valuing each person in

Page:  25

organic alignment and balance. The SONG that was given is called the "Ariea

Page:  91

its natural electromagnetic balances and axis alignment during SACs. • If the Angelic Human

Page:  108

are out of balance tectonic cracking can result. Vortex openings affect climatic patterns and

Magnetic fields to balance, lessening the potential for tectonic fracturing. The MCEO Freedom
Teachings

Page:  110

cause electro-magnetic imbalance in the entire planetary energetic system, can be solved
through

Page:  113

retain the electromagnetic balances of its Density-4 Maharic Shield Pre-matter Template. The

are not properly balanced during the years of a Stellar Activation Cycle, climatic and

Page:  145

its natural electromagnetic balances to avert pole shift and restores the organic D-12

Page:  165

Anti-particle/Particle balance of 33 1/3 • Parts Base-Electrical Anti-particles

Anti-particle/Particle balance of 34-Parts Base-Magnetic Particles (contracting energy) to

Page:  183

Anti-particle/Particle balance of 34-Parts Base-Magnetic-Particles (contracting energy) to



Page:  194

disrupts the natural balances of the bio-energetic field systems, brain chemicals and
hormonal

Page:  226

:Appendix 2) balances body and planet during Organic Planetary/DNA Star Crystal Seal

Page:  234

metal and emotional balance and stability. • Most significantly, the Merkaba Field/DNA
Connection

Page:  242

Body and heal, balance, reintegrate, and restore the Divine Blueprint within the energies of
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start, efforts to balance grids to lessen storm/ quake/ volcanic potentials, World Peace Efforts
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hologram, Source would rebalance. There!§. a preference for goodness. Source isn"t
indifferent.



File : 2002_DanceForCommonHandbook_scan.pdf
Title : Dance For Series - Handbook
Subject : Common handbook for all ten associated Workshops (March "02 - Aug "03)
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mental and emotional balance and stability. •Most significantly, the Merkaba Field/DNA
Connection

Page:  55

Body and heal, balance, re-integrate and restore the Divine Blueprint within the energies

Page:  77

center) a perfectly balanced, spinning, electromagnetic force field in the shape of an elliptical

Page:  98

cause electro-magnetic imbalance in the entire planetary energetic system, can be solved
through

Page:  99

retain the electromagnetic balances of its Density-4 Maharic Shield Pre-matter Template. The

are not property balanced during the years of a Stellar Activation Cycle, climatic and

Page:  123

ish the greatest balance of energy expression within all aspects of our lives. The

Page:  228

maintaining the synchronized balances of expansion and contraction of consciousness and
energy into and

"Checks and Balances" system, embodied through the Divine Order of the Cosmic Template-

Page:  230

"Checks and Balances", by which the Cosmic Clock and Cosmic Divine Blueprint would

Page:  255

the resultant ManU balance point. The degree of organic expression which exists between
pairs,

Page:  258



the overall PLC Balance scores within the Hearts shown on one of the preceding

"Overall PLCs Balance" page). The Higher Dimensional (D13, 14 or 15) Heart

into more effective balance • Developing Inner "Self" (particularly one"s inner auditory

Page:  259

Spiritual identities into Balance • Development of Inner Hearing • Learning to respect the

LESSONS": • Developing Balance in simultaneous motion, moment by moment Christos
awareness • Management

mastery • Learning balance in unconditional giving and receiving • Leaming balance in giving

receiving • Leaming balance in giving and receiving Unconditional Love • Simultaneous
transmutation of

aggressive impulse into balanced action • Overcoming "Victim-Victimizer"" consciousness via
active choice

Spirit into cohesive balance • Development of Inner Hearing and Vision • Learning to

Page:  266

the resultant ManU balance point. The degree of organic expression which exists between
pairs,

Page:  267

keep my perspectives balanced by taking a long term view of world events. 25.

Page:  271

Questionnaire OVERALL PLCS BALANCE Capstone-Nodes· Point Of Origin At Rishi Level 13

& ManA into balance. · The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi

Page:  275

Energy Distortion, Energy Balance, Energy Potential, the inherent relationship with Merkaba
levels, Hova Bodies,

with areas of imbalance from an immediate, MentalEmotional-Spiritual , perspective. Reading
the "

below this reveals imbalance between the positive and negative "attributes" of a particular

to realize mastery. Balance of Shadow, or lack of it, is shown by reading

Page:  277

Destroyer" If deep imbalances exist in the previous 3 areas then there is every

Page:  278

state of organic balance" will or will not process Primal Life Force Currents according

Page:  279



EirA (as imbalance: ManA & ManU) would imply poor motivation/work ethic, proneness

ManA (as imbalance: EirA & ManU) would imply ambition, competitiveness, lack of flexibility,
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Page:  31

creating a more balanced Melchizedek Priesthood which more closely followed the teachings
of equality

Melchizedek Priesthood. The balanced Melchizedek priesthood became known as the
Cloistered Family of Melchizedek,

Page:  32

hands of the unbalanced, patriarchal Melchizedek Priesthood and into the hands of the
balanced

hands of the balanced Melchizedek Priesthood. The Taran Priests of Ur disassociated
themselves from

Page:  49

energetic grid re-balanced following the removal of the Sphere. Again flood waters rose,

planetary environment re-balanced. Bur the Third Seeding could not take place directly
through

Page:  52

keep the energetic balances of the planetary grid intact. During the opening of the

Page:  56

the Earth to rebalance her grid. A small period of ice followed these events,

Page:  61

grid out of balance, breaking the energetic link between the pyramid of Giza and

Page:  65

energetic systems remained balanced, and that Tara, and the Turaneusiam races, stayed
upon their

Page:  67

as a counter-balance to the Anunnaki Resistance and Templar-Annu forces that continued

promotion above universal balance, was played out through the evolution of humanity on
Earth.



Page:  72

Earth grid had rebalanced and its vibrational rate had increased enough to accept a

Page:  104

low, due to imbalances in its bio-energetic systems, souls carrying higher frequency energies

Page:  105

must be in balance for this evolutionary acceleration of the races to occur. EARTH

Page:  108

planets are in balance, this simultaneous 45o shift in angular rotation and reversal of

the other in balance. Some fluctuation in Earth"s magnetism may be detected, and some

not fully energetically balanced, but the basic structure of the Earth"s body will remain

grids are not balanced, however, a full 45" tilt of Earth"s rotation upon its

electromagnetic grid are balanced during this five-year period. In this five-year transition

depending upon the balance of the Earth"s grid. These symptoms will release as soon

Page:  126

also causes major imbalance within the D-2, D-3, D-5 and D-

Page:  127

Fields out of balance. As the misalignment of the Sun"s EM fields progresses, it

Page:  128

they needed to rebalance the Merkaba Fields of Earth and the Sun. Balancing the

Page:  129

used to re-balance the Merkaba Fields of the Sun, 129

Page:  135

grid to remain balanced through these transitions. The Guardians planned to offer
dispensations of

Page:  136

to maintain planetary balance while Earth"s seven vortex seals opened, and they would begin

Earth"s grid to balance once the 11:11112:12 Frequency Fence was released, so

may now understand, balance and timing are extremely important factors when the Halls of

Earth"s grids to rebalance before the Frequency Fence was lifted. Realigning the solar fields

Page:  137



destroy the planetary balances of Earth, so the Guardians had to turn to high-

Page:  147

can become severely unbalanced. The outer events of one"s life content and relationships
can

Page:  155

able to counter balance the ULF EM pulses of the Frequency Fence the Dracos-

Page:  166

cycle. Localized grid imbalances will most likely still occur, and climatic deviations will
continue

Page:  169

to tip the balances of the unfolding Earth drama in the favor of human

the portal regions balanced on Earth between 2012-2022. ET Influences Presently the human

Page:  171

Earth"s grid is balanced in 2012, the Dracos-Zeta Resistance and the Anunnaki Resistance

keep Earth"s grid balanced and accelerating personal evolution in preparation for the opening
of

Page:  178

be kept in balance and various segments of the population had to be guided

Page:  180

Earth"s grid re-balanced. 5. January 11, I992: The 11:11-Promise Of Ascension-

Page:  184

progressively created new imbalances in Earth"s bio-fields and grid, which hampered the
Guardians"

able to counter-balance the activities of their governments by raising personal consciousness
and

Page:  188

to ensure the balance and grounding of D-6 frequency on Earth during the

Zone Earth to balance frequency following the 2017 particle conversion process. They will
also

Page:  194

serve to create balance and acceleration within Earth"s grid, to prepare Earth for the

is needed to counterbalance the fear-based, lower-vibrating energies of the fanatical groups



create temporary grid imbalances that could manifest as localized Earth changes, as Earth
enters

Page:  212

simultaneous and counter-balance each other, as long as both grids are properly aligned.

grids are not balanced and aligned, tectonic cracking and shifting, and volcanic activity of

Page:  222

identifY, manipulate and balance your personal bioenergetic fields. These activities are only
the beginning

hangs in the balance, awaiting the outcome of your individual and collective choices. As

Page:  279

its natural electromagnetic balances and axis alignment during SACs. • If the Angelic Human

Page:  295

its natural electromagnetic balances to avert pole shift and restores the organic D-12

Page:  324

the delicate EM balances of the planetary grids as Earth"s Planetary Shields6 rapidly activate

Page:  325

realign and hold balance within Earth"s Templar as the SG-6 infusions progressed. This

Page:  327

Earth"s now precariously balanced EM grids, Planetary Shields and Merkaba Field to be
directly

Page:  328

their organic EM balances under a natural D-12 Planetary Maharic Seal, averting pole

hangs in the balance. Presently Earth"s Planetary Shields are activating at an alarming rate,

Page:  357

grids to remain balanced as the Phantom Matrix wormholes are sealed during the 2001-

Page:  366

disrupting the EM balances in Earth"s grids during the 2000-2017 SAC. An easy;

Page:  367

the delicate political balances of the 1992 Pleiadian-Sirian Agreements. ANUNNAKI
DEFECTION, FALCON UN-

Page:  384



keep a natural balance between and among species numbers; these balances were always
respected.

species numbers; these balances were always respected. All species knew instinctively when
"enough

the once-natural balances of life on our planet in order to raise an

Page:  386

in the magnetic balances of Earth"s outer atmosphere block the natural DNA-activation
process.

Page:  392

to escalating electromagnetic imbalances in the planetary grids, brought on by the Illuminati
392

Page:  395

disarray of electromagnetic imbalance due to past and present abuse by Fallen Angelic and

Page:  409

by striving to balance the frequencies of the Organic Seals, while clearing and realigning

Page:  450

the auric body balances the new frequencies within the body systems. For most people

have not been balanced and the physical body has not been prepared for these

know how to balance your personal subtle energy bodies in the face of Earth"s

Page:  451

will attempt to balance the energies and prepare your body to handle the new

to clear and balance your in-body chakras through energy work, visualization, toning and
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~ectricallmagnetic polarity balances and the expansion and contraction rhythm of Primal Ufe
Force

Page:  18

restore order and balance through Re-Creation of the DMne Blueprint via the dynamics

Page:  19

tlon in perfect balance eternally, ensuring that the Eternal life 19

Page:  20

and the counter-balance of the •oivJne Invincibility" of the Cosmic Merkabic Circulatory

LAW OF DIVINE BALANCE • . The Divine Blueprint for the Law of Allowance

Law of Divine Balance through which ALLOWANCE exists within a greater structure of
Harmonious

structure of Harmonious Balance between KristiaciChristiac and Anti-Christiac Expression. At
the point where

ACTION will RESTORE BALANCE to the Manifest Creation. Cosmic Order was designed to
express

of Allowance and Balance: both are allowed expression, within the natural energy Tolerances
required

The Law of Balance applies to the relationships between "Force, Counter-force and

and a natural balance between the two•, by and through which both Christiac Etemal

Page:  21

wfthln a greater balanced order that ensures the Preservation of the Original Creation
Framework

Laws of Alowance, Balance and Reciprocity Imbued wlthln the Cosmic Krist Divine Blueprint
for

context of Perpetual Balance Restoration through the Omnipresent Divine Will Expression as
held within

Natural Laws of Balance and Reciprocity restore Divine Order through the psychics dynamics
of

that continually self-balances and self-replenishes through the speclflc Divine Dealgn of



ChrisUac

Page:  23

"Law of Balance" as eternally programmed into the Cosmic Krist and Univ9rsal Christ

"Law of Balance• that God-Source imbued into the Physics Mechanics of First

Reciprocity, Allowance and Balance. God·Source is the Original ONE-source out of

for ITSELF regarding balanced use of Free Will Creation Power and ACCOUNT ABILITY FOR

Page:  24

of Reciprocity and Balance. Those choosing as their manifest experience the Path of OpposHe

nec8$sary counter-balance to the gift of Free Will Choice In the appUcatlon

Reciprocity, Allowance and Balance, which are collectively known as the •Laws of Divine

Page:  25

Power are eternally balanced. The Path of the Host also includes tempered lessons for

Page:  39

Ufe F"on:e Balance is known as The KRIST CODE: The Christiac Merlcaba Fletd
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a return of balance to the manifest playing field , the truth pertaining to
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Keywords :
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will be in counterbalance to the metatronic anti-Christiac seed atom, that will also

Page:  16

up to a balanced state, to charge it with frequency, so it can hold

Page:  30

is trying to rebalance itself back to its natural state of health," you"re reaffirming

Page:  37

to handle and rebalance, with the Great White Lion, the horizontal grids. The intruder
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Keywords :
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specific ratio and balance, to form Merkaba Vortex Spirals. penslty 2 Kathara Grid I
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ra11o and·balance, to fonn M!!rkaba Vortlix Spirals · Density 2 Kathara
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created, maintained and. balanced. , · " " " Th!l Kathara Unes within

Ratios of Energy Balance set by the Krist Code Eternal Life - Perpeb.Jal

Ratios of Energetic Balance, and. corresponding Krist Code- Kathara Urie proportions and
angular relationships

which the specific balanceS (of thrust-force/ polarity/ tension between Pki/ Pka/ Pcm

force/ polarity/ tension balances between Pki/ Pka/ Pcm Unit Sets. · lnorganic Kathara Grid

Unit Set energetic balances in the Core Density Template causing the formation of Jasms

Page:  81

the lnter~glandularsystems balances between the Pineal, areas aild the glandular and
melaboUc oporallons

Page:  89

-ratio and balance, to form Merkaba Vortex. Spirals ~7 -
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Ratios of Energy Balance set by the Krist Code Eternal Life- Perpetual Motion Mathematical-

Ratios of Energetic Balance, and corresponding Krist Code- Kathara Line proportions and
angular relationships

created, maintained and balanced. Free Will, "Zero Point Return", Krist Code Kathara and

Page:  237

to create precise balance of "force : counterforce" tension and Unit Polarity that

Page:  238

Polarity and Tension Balance between PartikiPartika-Particum Units that allow polarised PCM-
PKA Unit

force/ polarity/ tension balances of Partiki/ Partika/ Particum unit sets is determined by the

which the specific balances (of thrust-force/ polarity/ tension between Pki/ Pka/ Pcm

force/ plarity/ tension balances between Pki/ Pka/ Pcm Unit Sets. lasms, the ""Cal-

Unit Set energetic balances in the Core Density Template causing the formation of lasms



Partiki Unit Set Balances (characteristic of inorganic Kathara Grids) prevents bi-polar Particum

Spin Speeds in balance, the spin speeds of the PCM & PKA Units exceed
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Lines flowing and balanced. Action Six- Move into a position 6" below clients feet,
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on Exhale. Stimulates: Balances polarity to FBM # 4 points- plus- Chakra 31 Ra
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Overall Blo-fleld Balance, Chakra 4 (rear) & 9, KS 6 & 7
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from fklor to balance on· buttocks. Hold, Inhale & Exhale. Relax & repeatx

ahead to help balance. Inhale "Yar/ Ethoa-Etherlc Current up from Mahadra in
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Exhale. · Stimulates: Balances polarity to FBM # 4 points- plus- Chakra 3/ Ra

Page:  136

Overall Bio-field Balance, Chakra 4 (rear) & 9, KS 6 & 7
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from floor to balance on buttocks. Hold, Inhale & Exhale. Relax & repeatx 3,

ahead to help balance. Inhale "Yan" Ethos-Etherlc Curr.ent up from Mahadra
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1A 7 Mineral Balances KS-HB 5 21 Mineral Balances CS-HB 4 14

5 21 Mineral Balances CS-HB 4 14 Mintaka MR-HB 2A 17 Mintaka-
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or, synthesize and balance the Time Wave spectra through which a planet can retain
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to heal and balance her stresses, or to find more gentle options, within the
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restore natural polarity balances and Chakra Axiom Template Encryptions to allow for
restoration and

anatomy) to re-balance its polarity orientation, and thus shift back into its organic
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It helps to balance the rhythms out - tt stabilizes the process and doesn"t

the planet would rebalance and that would be that. However, we are here, and

enough frequency to counterbalance, and we can stretch out the effects of the Emerald

Eyes so it balances in the gnds instead of whipping through and cleanng stuff.
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"Checks and Balances" by Which the "Cosmic Cloc)( and Cosmic DIVine Blueprinr

Page:  15

it"s a finely balanced set of currents Pause (ManU) • where sntenbon is
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has a lovely balanced perspective on the political issues since the US 9/11
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a really lovely, balanced perspective on the issues, the political issues about what is
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natural electro-magnetic balances and axis alignment during Stellar Activation Cycles, and
help it
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planetary grids in balance. Salutations would also help the planet"s merkaba go at its

Page:  19

Body and heal, balance, reintegrate, and restore the Divine Blueprint within the energies of

Page:  20

Body and heal, balance, re-integrate, and restore the Divine Blueprint in all levels
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all a finely balanced set of currents. The Pause is where intention is created.

Page:  30

each polarity in balance. This system was originally created on a balanced template of

created on a balanced template of polarity. This system allowed for movement. It allowed

Page:  31

body in a balanced way. Tools of color and symbol affect the manifestation template"s
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to become more balanced. The test also shows what Families of Consciousness you are
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is trying to rebalance itself back to its natural state of health," you"re reaffirming
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And it"s a balance point. And it"s not perfectly in the center. I forget

identified as this balance point that keeps things in orbit around other things, this

Page:  18

group, they all balance out, and that"s really good. When we start to build
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Kristiac time involves balanced giving and receiving between Source and manifestation.
Sextant 10
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of the creative balance, it is the antithesis of the original intention that was
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both out of balance, both of those perspectives. We are perfectly ourselves at every

Page:  24

will begin to rebalance itself. We do have "free will" but it is
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you do is balance it You realize that right now I created the condition
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is trying to rebalance itself and it will be ok. You need to remember
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in a perfectly balanced way back and forth, due to a dynamic called the
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terms of positivenegative balance or in terms of power. It is also strange to
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function in perfect balance eternally, ensuring that the eternal life creation framework itself
remains

the counter· balance of the "Divine Invincibility" of the Cosmic Merkabic Circulatory
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regulating rules and balances. 1

Page:  23

perfectly synchronized and balanced cycles of "beginnings" and "endings." 9. Keylons: Three-
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is a perfectly balanced spinning electromagnetic force field in the shape of an elliptical
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resulting in chemical imbalances and very serious behavioral issues (c) are immune to
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..... ..... 32 Balanced Expression of Love ....... ..... ... ............................................. ...........

.. ..........
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Law of Divine Balance through which ALLOWANCE exists within a greater structure of
Harmonious

structure of Harmonious Balance between Kristiac/Christiac and Anti-Christiac Expression. At
the point

ACTION will RESTORE BALANCE to the Manifest Creation. Cosmic Order was designed to
express

of Allowance and Balance; both are allowed expression, within the natural energy Tolerances
required

The Law of Balance applies to the "relationships between Force, Counter· force

and a natural balance between the two," by and through which both Christiac Eternal

within a greater balanced order that ensures the Preservation of the Original Creation
Framework

Laws of Allowance, Balance and Reciprocity imbued within the Cosmic Krist Divine Blueprint
for

for ITSELF regarding balanced use of Free Will Creation Power and ACCOUNTABILITY FOR
CHOSEN

Reciprocity, Allowance and Balance are collectively known as the: "Laws of Divine LOVE."

Page:  17

It"s a delicate balance of energy particles, of positive energy particles compared to negative

This is where balance becomes the key, because in the holographic framework, if one

far out of balance with the other, you would create a situation within The

Page:  18

do. If the balance of negative and positive forces is not held within that

Page:  19



There is a balance between engaging and disengaging. There"s a still-point in between

that are the balance-keepers. They"re the restorers when balance is out. They"re called

the restorers when balance is out. They"re called the Security Team. In this Time

Page:  24

There is a balance between giving and receiving, just like there is an outflow

blocking that natural balance. BV: Disk 1: 1h 33m There is an imprint in

Page:  31

loving, fair, equal, balanced, Krist Code ways that Source set creation in motion through.

Page:  32

Universal Law, natural balance is achieved in the flow or GIVING, and back-flow

spiritual relationships, this balance of energy is achieved by mutually valuing each person in

Page:  33

Source understood the balances of give and take of energy, the balances of energy,

of energy, the balances of energy, and that understanding was manifest within the
mathematics

Page:  40

Balanced Expression of Love Svnocracy Document Ideally a balance within the

Document Ideally a balance within the collective is achieved as members of a Synocracy

Synocracy find a balance between selffulfilment or "receiving," and collective service or "

Page:  53

parts in a balanced way. Find out what YOU really need, and give to
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whole. Ideally a balance within the collective is achieved as members of a Synocracy

Synocracy find a balance between self-fulfillment or "receiving" and collective service or
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hologram, Source would rebalance. There is a preference for goodness. Source isn"t
indifferent. It

Page:  68

to keep these balances always the same. It sends another quantum back out.. ..
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of integration and balance which will facilitate our growth towards greater embodiment of



Love

persistence, and a balanced approach are recommended for best results. Some of these tools
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that require greater balance. 3. Attitudes & Responsibilities of Mastery: Each is connected to
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hanging in the balance." Both groups knew that the next coming SAC would represent
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which the specific balances of thrust-force, polarity and tension between Partiki /PartikA/

ratios of Energy Balance set by the Krist Code Eternal Life Perpetual Motion Mathematical-

Page:  33

a different charge balance they are formed of one Partiki, one Particum with 33;/,

Note this different balance of charges is seen in the PartikA density field of
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Aurora field actually counterbalances that, and what it does is, once it"s activated with
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take up the balance of this, and they won"t have to turn our planet
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manifestation, in perfect balance, in perfect synchronization, which allows creation to have
beginnings and

Page:  4

spaces. Rules and Balances We have taught ourselves as a species many lessons about

of rules and balances. They are not rules that say you have to do

Page:  46

symbolism of the balanced cross, which is not the crucifix cross-it is the

Page:  50

center) a perfectly balanced, spinning, electromagnetic force field in the shape of an elliptical

Page:  60

center, a perfectly balanced spinning electromagnetic force field in the shape of an elliptical
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on love, on balance of energies, and on equality and fairness. Everyone and everything

Page:  70

really start chemical imbalances and start to manifest themselves as cellular destruction.
That happens

Page:  76

to deteriorate. Chemical imbalances and cellular destruction start from that point. (b) You
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is based on balance of energies. It is based on equality and fairness. It

Page:  49

of energy created balances, therefore set laws. There are natural laws of Creation. And

that govern the balances of energies, that as long as those balances are kept,

long as those balances are kept, a form will be perpetual motion, selfgenerating, eternal

Page:  72

So, there are balance in polarities between the EtorA and the AdorA side. So,
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these quantum equilibrium balances where you do have equal push and pull. And it

Page:  229

really start chemical imbalances and really start to manifest themselves as cellular
destruction, start
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to a quantum balance in the ratio between embodied mana-light radiation and manE

Page:  20

into "stasis balance" (50% mana to 50% manE) to cease the "

Page:  27

the "quantum balance" of conscious-energy-identity "Outflow" or "down-step

Page:  97

have you in balanced numbers. So, if you feel like you are a Fire-

around just to balance the structure And if I get bossy about that don"t

Page:  98

the male- female balance explicitly as a precursor to any androgynous role-playing. What

Page:  154

we"re saying, be balanced and reasonable about it and take care of yourself on

Page:  168

you can becounter balanced within the laws of energy. And that is why Source,

Page:  259

to notice, how balanced the representation was. And in fact, it made it rather

Page:  260

I think, for balance, I"d prefer it personally, unless you want-if you"re moved

Page:  276

else"s. There"s a balance in the Krist where there"s enough to go around for

only thing that balanced free will. You have free will, you can do anything

Page:  293



in until that balances. But sometimes you get some strange effects like dizziness and

Page:  294

helps your body balance what you"re processing Other times it"s best to say, well,

we try to balance both perspectives. Well, anyway, why that came through then I

Page:  307

of the quantum balances inherent to the Krist code mathematical programs, there is a
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your quantum would balance with what we could carry in our own RashaLAe structures

Page:  100

finish up with balanced groups of 6 people in each of these positions, giving

Page:  115

holds an equilibrium balance from the Creation Point. So these are about 2/3rds

Page:  123

that There"s a balance that"s actually more important. But they"ll be giving us suggestions

Page:  129

other force that counterbalances it, that allows a continual flow of Eternal Life and

Page:  130

where they actually balance out And it"s at that point that it can go

Page:  132

a quantum equilibrium balance that is established by what"s on the manifest side and

Page:  136

get an equilibrium balance of quantum, begins to form The MCEO Freedom Teachings®

Page:  137

they create a balance between Manifest and not-Manifest, which means between the thrust

Page:  168

losing our field balance so we can keep our field balance long enough to

keep our field balance long enough to get to the next level of strength

Page:  261

tip the energy balances here so far that it will blow the Planet up.



Page:  284

equal it is balanced. It actually creates a static field where there is no

Page:  288

to keeping the balances, the Krist code balances, of how quantum works going between

the Krist code balances, of how quantum works going between the door between Spirit

Page:  375

keeps it in balance. That would have the EirA main which is where the

is actually the balance between the two that allows the circulation of the two

Page:  387

force is the counterbalance to the pull and the gravity force is actually how
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like here and balanced, you know focused in and settled in. And then your
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"08. The balance of the detail and the update that is needed for

Page:  83

the grid counter balance, or there wouldn"t be anything to talk about at this

Page:  119

there"s like this balance that goes on between the spreading in one place and

Page:  125

would create a balance in the off center gravitational pull on the planet, that

Page:  136

spin, and we balance each other out So, we"re on the ElorA side, with

Page:  137

they keep a balanced equilibrium. They"re supposed to phase together and re-energize, and

Page:  171

you know a balance of both-everybody has got a bit of each but

who have the balance, is the balance of the ManU energy, they tend to

balance, is the balance of the ManU energy, they tend to be those mesomorph

Page:  172

it kind of balances out where I haven"t just like exploded yet because sometimes

Page:  173

left in the balance is the 1/6th quantum NET Earth and the 1/

is in the balance are the, 1/6th of the Median Earth grids and

Page:  204

have. It will balance out. And there"s enough strength in the shield that it

yet. So, it balances out. So anyway, I could just go on chatting forever,



Page:  255

keeps a quantum balance. I don"t even know if that"s natural for planets to

Page:  259

that will help counterbalance this. We"ll be able to tell from this what the
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create the correct balance and distribution of frequency as it entered the Planetary Shields.
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is an appropriately balanced reaction" cannot be expressed in this mutated Bi-Veca system.
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benefit of greater balance of body weight, and improve general levels of health, energy

Focus on Nutritional Balance: Include 4-6 servings of fresh or freshly prepared fruits
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benefit of greater balance of body weight, and improve general levels of health, energy

upon creating a balance of health, wise choices and Body-Mind-Spirit Harmony, through
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muscles in a balanced way, for preparation for Slide. Sunday afternoon was free time
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to sufficiently strengthen, balance and expand the energy-holding capacity of their D-2

Page:  4

Yanas" Breathing-Stretches; Balance & Flexibility) 2. The 12-UPPER Ah-RA"-yas (

& 2 (Balance, grace, coordination, momentum & speed.) The 48 Ah-RA"-yas

progressively strengthen, expand, balance and generate quantum power within the Axiatonal
and Meridian Lines

and assisting to balance the chemical-hormonal systems of the physical body. The 48

repetitive motions of balance, grace, coordination and momentum" that progressively balance
and harmonize the

momentum" that progressively balance and harmonize the flow, and accelerate the speed, of
energy

Page:  7

on Exhale. Stimulates: Balances polarity to FBM # 4 points- plus- Chakra 3/Ra

Page:  8

Overall Bio-field Balance, Chakra 4 (rear) & 9, KS 6 & 7

Page:  9

ahead to help balance. Inhale "Yan" Ethos-Etheric Current up from Mahadra into
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establish the greatest balance of energy expression within all aspects of our lives. Codes

these into harmonious balance raises our attitude to the next level of consciousness. The

Page:  8

is trying to rebalance itself back to its natural state of health," you are

Page:  13

Coming Back Into Balance The natural template for humans, for all things actually, is

It is that balance between the negative and the positive, that center point of

is where the balance is; that is the Path of Joy when you are

to follow that balance. You can take one day or maybe one week at

keep your thoughts balanced and do not get too attached to negative or to

I AM Perfect Balance. I AM Whole now! "ATTITUDE is Important. Your attitude

Page:  27

hangs in the balance, awaiting the outcome of your individual and collective choices. You

Page:  29

is seeking the balance in these two positions--therein lies the hope for this

Page:  32

balancing zone, where balance is ok.1B We are still going to quit-we

Knowing where the balance is, you will not mess up your own progress. So,

Page:  40

the state of balance between JOY and SORROW, between fly away and fight. Start

Page:  42

hologram, Source would rebalance."" "There is a preference for goodness. Source is not

Page:  43



Law of Divine Balance." (Forbidden Testaments of Revelation)) "There is a part

Page:  44

parts in a balanced way. Find out what YOU really need, and give to

Page:  47

The sense of balance comes from the shift from 3rd strand DNA levels up

This sense of balance comes because you will have gotten to a point where

Page:  56

Timing, Divine Right Balance & Divine Right Order. KINDNESS "Kindness implies being
conscientious

Page:  58

restore order and balance through Re-Creation of the Divine Blueprint via the dynamics

Page:  63

AM in perfect balance; I AM the ManU Still Point now! No Magic Pill

establish the greatest balance of energy expression within all aspects of our lives ."

establish the greatest balance of energy expression within all aspects of our lives. How

Knowing. The greatest balance of energy expression is established now within all aspects of

Page:  80

works because it balances karma, let us put it that way45. But when it

Page:  85

There is a balance in the Krist where there is enough to go around

only thing that balanced Free Will. You have Free Will, you can do anything

Page:  96

Denying self blocks balance." (Speaker 1, PHX 2006) 1. What does it mean
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establish the greatest balance of energy expression within all aspects of our lives. The
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that allow for balances of energy to occur as they are supposed to, to
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chemicals, what their balances are, and what capacities the brain and Physical-Body have.
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be done to counterbalance it. So, there are going to be very good things
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specific ratio and balance, to form Merkaba Vortex Spirals. The MCEO Freedom Teachings®
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retrieved organic identity balances in the newly-reclaimed body- and begins download of
review
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and maintain its balance"", which means that, even if nobody in the entire Cosmos

Fall Systems to balance the polarities, which is an argument I"ve heard in various

that eternal Living Balance is perpetually maintained, with or without the presence of Fall

Page:  77

counteract and counter-balance. It will create an immunity to, a progressive immunity, before
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can keep them balanced. There"s not a whole lot of other people on the

Page:  171

keep all the balances just right, like a juggler. So you have this one-
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you a counter-balance to that where you can still be here and live
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a bit of balance instead of just having this atmosphere assaulting you all the
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fair or harmoniously balanced energy exchange"; they suffer from a Dis-ease of Supreme

Page:  17

and maintain its balance"; Source simply allowed for the potentiality of Fall Systems as

that eternal Living Balance is perpetually maintained, with or without the presence of Fall
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23 Rules and Balances ............................................... .. .. .. ..
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manifestation in perfect balance and in perfect synchronization, which allows creation to have
beginnings

well. Rules and Balances We have taught ourselves as a species many lessons about

of rules and balances. They are not rules that say you have to do
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symbolism of the balanced cross, which is not the crucifix cross-it is the
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Center, a perfectly balanced spinning electromagnetic force field in the shape of an elliptical
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specific ratio and balance, to form Merkaba Vortex Spirals. D9-10 D8 [ NOTE:
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created maintained and balanced. The Kathara Lines within a Natural Kathara Grid Template
are

Ratios of Energy Balance set by the Krist Code Eternal Life - Perpetual Motion

Ratios of Energetic Balance, and corresponding Krist Code - Kathara Line proportions and
angular

which the specific balances (of thrust-force I polarity/ tension between Pki I

force/ polarity tension balances between Pki/ Pka/ Pcm Unit Sets. Inorganic Kathara Grid
Templates

Unit Set energetic balances in the Core Density Template causing the formation of lasms
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This distorts the balance and proportion of the grid. The vertical symmetry of the
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depends on the balance between the inertia and elasticity in the system. There is

the spring exactly balance each other. This is known as the resonant or "

determined by a balance between the electrical and magnetic qualities of a system. These

determined by the balance between the electrical and magnetic parameters. ·Electricity and
magnetism
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determined by the balance between the electrical and magnetic properties of these
oscillations. Lower

in nature. The balance is more electrical for higher frequencies in higher dimensions. It

a piano. The balance between Electric and Magnetic elements is key to Frequency. We
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The electric/magnetic balance is of most fundamental importance in creation. Speaker 1
indicates
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determined by the balance between the electric and ·•. ·-.... --... ...
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depends on the balance between the spin speeds of the counter-rotating spirals. In
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held in natural balance to allow interaction and resolution. There is direct Source connection.
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cause excessive magnetic imbalance, excessive densification, lower frequency; lower light
speed and space- time

time distortions. The balance between electric and magnetic energies becomes 1 : 1 instead
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progressively strengthen, expand, balance and generate quantum power within the Axiatonal
and Meridian Lines

and assisting to balance the chemical-hormonal systems of the physical body), 12-Ah-
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removes stuff and rebalances your whole Telluric Emotional Body Systems. Your Homing
Seed is
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, Divine Right Balance & Divine Right Order. 9. I Love, Respect and Honor
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RU • Strength, Balance, Poise, Timing Effective Action 1 - Base Chakra/Dimension-1
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Components (strength, balance, poise, timing) (clarity, purity, compassion, kindness)
(sincerity, honesty,
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Right Action) Strength, Balance, Poise, Timing Effective Action in Space-Time 1 -Base
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establish the greatest balance of energy expression within all aspects of our lives. The
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Elements: Tone: Strength, Balance, Poise, Timing Effective Action 1 -Base Chakra/Dimension-
1
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Effective Action-strength, balance, poise, timing/ TA-Jha"-RU/AUN, 5- Community-charity,
chastity,
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...... Divine Right Balance, et en ah-PrE" en et Ah-Jhen"-a es-
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will always be balanced by the dynamic of "action and consequence to action",
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to return QTM balance within the system into which they are incarnating. To retain
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Yoshi achieve QTM balance. 8. Plasma Body Activation: Aden & Yoshi complete 7 stages
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of the Eternal balances of the Krist Code", when a Cosmic Matrix reaches critical

& servicing the balances of the Kryst Code & the fulfillment of Divine Will
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point of quantum balance within its Elemental-Atomic-matter field, in which 1/3
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Elemental-atomic Quantum Balance" is referred to as the "DhA-Yah-fication Point".
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elemental-atomic quantum balance" in which 1/3 of Aurora Ascension Earth"s elemental-
atomic
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point of quantum balance within its Elemental-Atomic-matter field, in which 1/3

of Elementalatomic Quantum Balance" is referred to as the "DhA-Yah-fication Point".
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11elemental-atomic quantum balance" in which 1/3 of Aurora Ascension Earth"s elemental-
atomic
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direction that it rebalances itself Recent interdimensional politics have swung to such
extremes of
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Seals), Merkaba Field imbalances and other very specific distortions. Although the focus of
Kathara
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disrupts the natural balances of the bio-energetic field systems, brain chemicals and
hormonal
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giving us a balance of Sacred Science, Historical context and Technique we can progressively
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key factor in balanced and integrated growth. • Safety in Healing Facilitation use of
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restore order and balance if excessive Free Will Choice of Opposite Expressionjeopardises
Cosmic Order.
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the Law of Balance which ensures conservation of the Original First creation while allowing

the Law of Balance upon its original projection into manifestation, and therefore God-Source

Reciprocity, Allowance and Balance are collectively known as the Lessons of Divine Love. If
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brought back into balance. It also serves as the essential bridge to accessing higher

and physical bodies. Balance A balanced combination of techniques, reading and listening to
the

bodies. Balance A balanced combination of techniques, reading and listening to the
foundation materials
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foster easy. gentle. balanced & progressive Krysr·Shifr,. WITH the Pl•n•t.
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can remain in balance/frequency-harmony with the planetary rhythms, so they may
progressively

smooth, gentle & balanced Life Shifts that foster easy, gentle, balanced & progressive Kryst-

foster easy, gentle, balanced & progressive Kryst-Shift™ WITH the Planet . ...

a stable and balanced manner. Three main elements of the Planetary E-LAI-sian
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a stable and balanced manner. Once a planet"s "Kryst Fail-Safe" has been

can remain in balance/frequency-harmony with, and progressively KrystShift in frequency
co-resonance
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in maintaining tone, balance, and posture--especially during body movements. The reticular
formation also
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in maintaining tone, balance, and posture--especially during body movements. The reticular
formation also
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these into harmonious balance raises our attitude to the next level of consciousness. The
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is trying to rebalance itself back to its natural state of health," you are
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establish the greatest balance of energy expression within all aspects of our lives. Keylontic
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created maintaine and balanced. The Kathara Lines within a Natural Kathara Grid Template
are

of 6 Energy Balance set by the Krist Code Eternal Life - Perpetual Motion

Ralios of Energetic Balance, and conespondlng Krist Code- Kathara Una proportions and
angular relationships

which the specific balances (of thrust-force I polarity/ tension between Pki I

force/ polarity tension balances between PkV Pka/ Pcm Unit Sets. Inorganic Kathara Grid
Templates

Unit Set energetic balances in the Core Density Template causing the formation of lasms
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establish the greatest balance of energy expression within all aspects of our lives. Keylontic""
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by a specific balance or equilibrium of energy between Internal Creation, External Creation
and
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.l!.=ho Balance of the electrical and magnetic forces. The Eckasba or Yunasai
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of creation is balanced eternally by reciprocal contraction- eternal stillness. the Cn-at \"

be-ing, a balance between stillness and motion. expansion, contraction, order and chaos,
darkness

kqn in perpetual balance, eternal sti~ss. eternal motion. and Wlending creation. In the
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rataos of the~ balance SET by the Krist Cod• (s .. Kml) Dn"lanons
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Anti-partide/Particle balance of l4 parts Bas .... :\laa:otfic Partidt-s
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its natural electromagnetic balances to ant1 pol• shift and restores the organic D-12
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planetary grids in balance. Salutations would also help the Planet"s Merkaba go at its
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cumulafil•B grtd tmbalances that pose potential permanent threat to the Eternal Life-P~

detected cumulattve grtd tmbalances that pose potential pnmanent threat to the Eternal Life-
Perpemal

potential life-threatening imbalance emerging from the Gift of EuL11Jll. The mechanics of
Storburst
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establish the greatest balance of energy expression within all aspects of our lives.
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